
A wooden furniture store recently made �ve furniture sales. Your task is to determine which customer purchased which piece

of furniture and when their respective furniture will be delivered.

Shirt: black, orange, red, white, yellow

Name: Bethany, Georgia, Melissa, Olga, Stephanie

Furniture: armchair, cabinet, nightstand, sofa, wardrobe

Price: $800, $1,100, $1,200, $1,400, $1,500

Delivery: 5 days, 20 days, 25 days, 35 days, 40 days

The customer who purchased the Nightstand is

standing in the fourth position.

The woman who will receive her furniture in 35 days is

standing next to the woman who paid $1,400 for her

furniture.

The customer wearing a Red shirt is found somewhere

between the customer whose furniture will be

delivered in 20 days and the customer wearing a Black

shirt, in that order.

Olga is exactly to the left of the customer who

purchased the Armchair.

Stephanie is the customer wearing the Orange shirt.

Melissa is standing on one of the ends.

The woman in the White shirt is on some position to

the right of the woman wearing a Black shirt.

The customer who paid $1,400 is standing next to

Stephanie.

The customer who paid $1,100 is standing next to the

customer who paid $1,400.

The customer whose furniture will be delivered in 40

days is standing next to the customer who paid $1,500.

The woman who will receive her furniture in 25 days is

somewhere between the woman who paid $1,200 and

the woman who will receive her furniture in 5 days, in

that order.

Georgia is exactly to the left of the customer who

purchased the Nightstand.

The customer who paid $1,500 is on a position to the

right of the customer wearing a Red shirt.

The customer wearing the Orange shirt is standing

next to the customer who purchased the Wardrobe.

Melissa is standing next to the customer who bought

the Cabinet.

Olga is the woman who bought the Cabinet.

The customer whose furniture will be delivered in 25

days is somewhere to the right of the customer with a

Red shirt.

The delivery time for Georgia's furniture is 40 days.
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A wooden furniture store recently made �ve furniture sales. Your task is to determine which customer purchased which piece

of furniture and when their respective furniture will be delivered.

Shirt: black, orange, red, white, yellow

Name: Bethany, Georgia, Melissa, Olga, Stephanie

Furniture: armchair, cabinet, nightstand, sofa, wardrobe

Price: $800, $1,100, $1,200, $1,400, $1,500

Delivery: 5 days, 20 days, 25 days, 35 days, 40 days

The customer who purchased the Nightstand is

standing in the fourth position.

The woman who will receive her furniture in 35 days is

standing next to the woman who paid $1,400 for her

furniture.

The customer wearing a Red shirt is found somewhere

between the customer whose furniture will be

delivered in 20 days and the customer wearing a Black

shirt, in that order.

Olga is exactly to the left of the customer who

purchased the Armchair.

Stephanie is the customer wearing the Orange shirt.

Melissa is standing on one of the ends.

The woman in the White shirt is on some position to

the right of the woman wearing a Black shirt.

The customer who paid $1,400 is standing next to

Stephanie.

The customer who paid $1,100 is standing next to the

customer who paid $1,400.

The customer whose furniture will be delivered in 40

days is standing next to the customer who paid $1,500.

The woman who will receive her furniture in 25 days is

somewhere between the woman who paid $1,200 and

the woman who will receive her furniture in 5 days, in

that order.

Georgia is exactly to the left of the customer who

purchased the Nightstand.

The customer who paid $1,500 is on a position to the

right of the customer wearing a Red shirt.

The customer wearing the Orange shirt is standing

next to the customer who purchased the Wardrobe.

Melissa is standing next to the customer who bought

the Cabinet.

Olga is the woman who bought the Cabinet.

The customer whose furniture will be delivered in 25

days is somewhere to the right of the customer with a

Red shirt.

The delivery time for Georgia's furniture is 40 days.
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Shirt ye��ow ��d black orange whi��

Name Melissa Olga Georgia S��phan�� Bethany

Furniture sofa cabi��t armchair nightstand wardrobe

Price $1,200 $1,100 $1,400 $1,500 $800

Delivery 20 days 35 days 40 days 25 days 5 days
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